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Let f , f be two linearly independent solutions of the linear differential1 2
 .  .equation f 0 q A z f s 0, where A z is transcendental entire, and assume that
the exponents of convergence for the zero-sequences of f , f satisfy1 2
  .  ..max l f , l f s `. Our main result proves that the zeros of E [ f f are1 2 1 2
uniformly distributed in the sense that quite arbitrary large areas of the complex
plane can be removed in such a way that if only zeros outside of these areas will be
counted for the exponents of convergences, their maximum still remains infinite.
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider a differential equation
f 0 q A z f s 0, 1.1 .  .
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 .where A z is an entire function. Since 1980, the zero-distribution of
 .solutions of 1.1 has been investigated actively. We shall consider this
topic from a geometric point of view, showing that the zero-distribution of
 .E s f f , where f , f are two linearly independent solutions of 1.1 , is1 2 1 2
uniform in a sense described below. We shall apply standard notations of
w xthe Nevanlinna theory; see, e.g., 5, 7 and basic results from the theory of
w xcomplex differential equations, see 8 . In particular, we assume that the
 .reader is familiar with the proximity function m r, f , the counting func-
 .  .tion N r, f , and the characteristic function T r, f for a meromorphic
w xfunction f ; see 7, p. 4 .
Let now s ) r ) 1, w, h be real numbers such that 0 F w - 2p , 0 -
h - p , and denote annuli and annular rectangles by
D r , s [ z s r eiu g C N r - r - s , 1.2 4 .  .
iu < <D r , s, w , h [ z g r e g C N r - r - s, u y w - h . 1.3 4 .  .
 .For a meromorphic function f in the complex plane, let r f denote the
 .order of f and l f the exponent of convergence of the zero-sequence of
f , counting multiplicity. Given a set D ; C, and counting only zeros of f
which are in D, we denote the corresponding exponent of convergence by
 .l f , i.e.,D
log n r , 1rf .D
l f [ lim sup , .D log rrª`
 .  < < 4where n r, 1rf counts the zeros of f in D l z g C N z F r .D
2. RESULTS
 . n  .Provided first that A z s a z q ??? qa in 1.1 is a polynomial ofn 0
 .degree n G 1, it is well known that all nontrivial solutions of 1.1 are of
 .order a [ n q 2 r2. Moreover, for any two linearly independent solu-
 .   .  ..tions f , f of 1.1 , max l f , l f s a is true, and for any nontrivial1 2 1 2
 .solution f of 1.1 , the zeros of f with finitely many exceptions must be
inside of the n q 2 sectors
W « [ z g C N arg z y u - « 2.1 .  . 4j j
around the rays
1
u [ 2p j y arg a , j s 0, . . . , n q 1, .j nn q 2
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w x  .for any given « ) 0. Following G. Gundersen 6 , let p f denote the
 .number of sectors in 2.1 such that they contain only finitely many zeros
w x  .of f. Gundersen proved, see 6, pp. 280]283 that p f is an even number,
 .  .and p f q p f F 2n q 2 holds for any two linearly independent solu-1 2
 .  .tions f , f of 1.1 . Moreover, for the number n r, 1rf of zeros in1 2
 < < 4z g C N z F r , counting multiplicity, we see that
1 2a y p f .
an r , s 1 q o 1 a r’ . . n /f pa
holds for any nontrivial solution of f. Recalling that all zeros of f are
w xsimple and that zeros of f , f never coincide, see 8, p. 76 , it follows1 2
immediately that for E [ f f we have1 2
1
an r , s 1 q o 1 b r , 2.2 .  . . /E
 .   .  ...  .where b [ 1rpa 4a y p f q p f ) 0. Given now S ) 1, let r1 2 m
be a sequence of r-values such that r ) Sr , and consider the unionmq 1 m
`
D [ D r , Sr .D m m
ms1
 .of the sequence of annuli of the same relative width. By 2.2 , we obtain
1
a an Sr , s 1 q o 1 b S y 1 r , .  . .D m m /E
and so
log n r , 1rE log n Sr , 1rE .  .D m
a s l E s lim sup G lim sup s a , .
log r log Sr .rª` nª` m
 .  .hence l E s l E s a remains unchanged, implying that the zero-D
distribution near the rays u must be extremely uniform.j
 .One may now ask whether a similar conclusion remains valid if A z is
transcendental entire. It turns out that this is true in some sense. However,
we have to add certain bridges connecting the remaining annuli in the set
where the zeros will be counted, see the white area in Fig. 1.
 .THEOREM 1. Gi¨ en S ) 1, let R be a sequence of r-¨alues such thatm
 .R ) SR , and let w be a sequence of real numbers such that 0 Fmq 1 n m





D [ D R , KR , w , h . .D m m m
ms1
 .  .Let now A z be transcendental entire of finite order r A , and let f , f be1 2
 .  .two linearly independent solutions of 1.1 such that for E [ f f , l E s `.1 2
 .Then l E s `.C _ D
Remark 1. The conclusion of Theorem 1 holds for any two linearly
 .  . w xindependent solutions of 1.1 provided r A F 1r2, see 11, Theorem 1 .
Remark 2. In some cases, the bridges between the annuli in Theorem 1
may be removed, thus arriving at the situation parallel to the polynomial
 .case A z above. See Theorem 3 below.
 .Recently, radial distribution of zeros of solutions of 1.1 has been
w xstudied, see, e.g., 1, 12, 13, 15 . Assuming 0 F a - b - 2p , we denote
< < 4V a , b [ z g C N a F arg z F b , z ) 0 , .
< <V a , b , r [ z g V a , b N z - r . .  . 4
Moreover, we define the sectorial maximum modulus for an entire func-
tion g by
iuM r , V a , b , g [ sup g re . .  . .
aFuFb
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Making use of this we define the sectorial, resp. radial, order of growth as
log M r , V u y « , u q « , g . .
r g [ lim sup , .0, u , « log rrª`
log log M r , V u y « , u q « , g . .
r g [ lim sup , .u , « log rrª`
r g [ lim r g , .  .0, u 0, u , «
«ª0
r g [ lim r g . .  .u u , «
«ª0
 .Obviously, r g - ` implies that g is of polynomial growth in a sector0, u
around the ray arg z s u . We shall also make use of the sectorial exponent
of convergence for zeros of g, defined by
log n r , 1rg .uy« , uq«
l g [ lim sup , .u , « log rrª`
 .where n r, 1rg stands for the number of zeros of g inuy« , uq«
 .V u y « , u q « , r , counting multiplicity. The radial exponent of conver-
gence is now
l g [ lim l g . .  .u u , «
«ª0
 .  .Let us consider now 1.1 , with A z transcendental entire. A ray arg z s u
 .is now called to be zero rich for 1.1 , if for every three solutions f ,1
 .f , f of 1.1 which are pairwise linearly independent we have2 3
  .  .  ..  .max l f , l f , l f s `. A ray arg z s u is zero scarce, if l f -u 1 u 2 u 3 u
 .` is true for all nontrivial solutions f of 1.1 . We now prove
 .THEOREM 2. Let A z be an entire function of finite order, considering
 .1.1 .
 .  .i If r A - `, then the ray arg z s u is zero scarce.0, u
 .  .ii If r A s `, then the ray arg z s u is zero rich.0, u
Recalling Remark 2 for Theorem 1, let G be the family of transcenden-
 .tal entire functions A z of finite order such that for at least one ray
 .  .arg z s u , A z is radially of polynomial growth, i.e., r A - `. If now0, u
 .  .the coefficient A z in 1.1 belongs to G, we obtain
 .THEOREM 3. Let S and K, 1 - K - S, be two constants and R be am
sequence of real numbers such that R ) SR , and considermq 1 m
`
D [ D R , KR . .D0 m m
ms1
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 .Suppose A z g G, and let f , f be two linearly independent solutions of1 2
 .  .  .1.1 . If for E s f f , l E s `, then l E s `.1 2 C _ D 0
3. THE SECTORIAL NEVANLINNA THEORY
In order to prove the above results, the sectorial Nevanlinna characteris-
w xtic will be used, see 5, 10 . To recall these notations, let f be meromor-
 .  .phic in V a , b , where 0 - b y a F 2p . Denoting k s pr b y a , we
define
k q qrk 1 t dt
ia ibA r , f s y log f te q log f te , .  .  .Hab  /k 2 k /p tt r1
q2k b iuB r , f s log f re sin k u y a du , .  .  . .Hab  /kp r a
k1 bn
C r , f s 2 y sin k b y a , .  .ab nk 2 k /< < rb< < n1- b -rn
S r , f s A r , f q B r , f q C r , f , .  .  .  .ab a b a b a b
ibn< <  .  .where b s b e are the poles of f z in V a , b , counting multiplicity.n n
 .The sectorial order r f will be defined as usual byab
q
log S r , f .ab
r f [ lim sup . .ab log rrª`
For basic results corresponding to the usual complex plane version of the
w x w xNevanlinna theory, see 5 . The following lemma, see 9, 15, p. 303 will be
decisive:
LEMMA 1. Take r ) r q 1 and a - w - b , where 0 - b y a F 2p ,0
iw  .  .and consider z s re . If g is analytic in V a , b and r g - `, then forab
 .e¨ery « , 0 - « - b y a r2, outside of a set of «-¨alues of linear measure
 .zero, there exist K ) 0, M ) 0, depending on g, « , V a , b only, such that
g 9 z . y2MF Kr sin k w y a , . .1g z .
g 0 z . y2MF Kr sin k w y a sin k w y a y « .  . .1 2g z .
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 .  .holds for all z g V a q « , b y « _ D, where k [ pr b y a , k [1 2
 .pr b y a y 2« , and D is an R-set, i.e., a countable union of discs whose
radii ha¨e a finite sum.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
 .Let f and f be two linearly independent solutions of f 0 q A z f s 01 2
 .  .  .such that for E [ f f , l E s l f f s `, hence also r E s `.1 2 1 2
w xAccording to C. T. Chuang 4, p. 178 , there exists a proximate order
w .  .function l: r , q` ª R, r ) 0, for the characteristic function T r, E of0 0
E, such that l is continuous and nondecreasing,
lim l r s q` 4.1 .  .
rªq`
and
T r , E .
lim sup s 1. 4.2 .l r .rrªq`
 .  . 2By 4.2 , we may choose a sequence r such that r ) S r andm mq1 m
T r , E .m
lim s 1. 4.3 .l r .mrmª` m
In what follows, we denote, for some z ,m
100k
< <kD [ z g C N z y z - t [ z .m m m m 5log rm
w x  .By 14, pp. 77]79 , there exists a subsequence of r , still denoted by r ,m m
 .and a constant K ) 1 such that for some points z , 1 D ;1 m m
 . .  .  .  .D 1rK r , K r , 2 D l 2 D s B, and 3 E takes every value1 m 1 m m
z g C _ E at least
n ) r l rm.y1 4.4 .m m
times in D , where the exceptional set E can be enclosed in two sphericalm
circles of radius eyn m. Moreover, slightly modifying the choice of D , ifm
<  . <needed, we may assume that E z s 1.m
 .   ..We now let T z , r, E [ T r, E z q z stand for the Nevanlinnam m
< <characteristic function in the disk z y z - r, with similar notations form
 .other notions in the Nevanlinna theory. In particular, n z , r, 1rE countsm
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 < < 4the zeros of E in z g C N z y z F r , according to their multiplicity,m
 .and N z , r, 1rE denotes the corresponding integrated countingm
function.
 .Assume now, contrary to the assertion, that l E - `. Since 2 D ;C _ D m
C _ D, there exists B ) 0 such that
1
Bn z , 2 t , - r ,m m m /E
hence by the elementary Nevanlinna theory
1
Bq1N z , 2 t , - r . 4.5 .m m m /E
 . w xMaking use of iterated logarithms, see the formula 7.7 in 8, p. 130 , we
conclude that
log T r , f F log M r , f F b s A q « log r , j s 1, 2, 4.6 .  . . .  .2 j 3 j
 .for all r sufficiently large, given b ) 1 and « ) 0. Therefore, 4.6 results
  ..  .   ..  .in r log T r, f F r A for j s 1, 2, and so r log T r, E F r A whichj
means that
q
r A.q1log T r , E F r 4.7 .  .
w xholds for all r sufficiently large. By 2, p. 354 , we have
22c E9 E0
s y 2 y 4 A. 4.8 .2  /E EE
w xMaking use of the Ahlfors]Shimizu characteristic, see 7, pp. 10]12 , we
 .  .  .obtain by 4.8 , Lemma 2.3, 4.7 , and 4.5 that
T z , 2 t , E F r Bq2 . 4.9 .  .0 m m m
 .In fact, provided we have chosen B ) r A , as we may do,
1 1
T z , 2 t , E F T z , 2 t , q O 1 sm z , 2 t , .  .0 m m m m m m /  /E E
1
q N z , 2 t , q O 1 .m m /E
E9 1 E0
F m z , 2 t , q m z , 2 t ,m m m m /  /E 2 E
1 1
q m z , 2 t , A q N z , 2 t , q O 1 .  .m m m m /2 E
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q
r A.q1s O log T z , 4 t , E q log 4 t q O r .  .m m m m /
q r Bq1 q O 1 .m
q
r A.q1F O log T 4K r q log 4K r q O r .  .1 m 1 m m /
q r Bq1 q O 1 .m
s O r r A.q1 q r Bq1 F r Bq2 . .m m m
On the other hand, recall that
area of E D on the Riemann sphere .m
A z , t , E s , .m m area of the Riemann sphere
 .where E D stands for the image of D under E. Therefore,m m
4r3 p y p ey2 nm n . . m l r .y1mA z , t , E G G 1 q o 1 r , .  . .m m m4r3 p .
and so
A z , t , E dt .2 t 2 tmm mT z , 2 t , E G dt G A z , t , E .  .H H0 m m m mt tt tm m
G 1 q o 1 log 2 r l rm .y1 G r l rm .y2 .  . . m m
 .for all m sufficiently large. Since l r ª `, we get a contradiction tom
 .4.9 .
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
 .  .i Let arg z s u be a ray such that r A - `. Hence, there are0 0, u
« ) 0 and b - ` such that
bM r , V u y « , u q « , A - r . . .0 0
w x  .By 3, Lemma 2 , all solutions f of 1.1 then satisfy
q
iu bq1log f re F Kr 5.1 .  .
w xfor all u g u y «r2, u q «r2 and all r sufficiently large; here K is a0 0
 .constant, depending on « only. Given a nontrivial solution f of 1.1 , let1
 .f be another solution of 1.1 , linearly independent with f , and denote2 1
E [ f f , as usual. Then1 2
q
iu bq1log E re F 2 Kr .
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w x  .holds for all u g u y «r2, u q «r2 by 5.1 , and so0 0
log log M r , V u y «r2, u q «r2 , E . .0 0
lim sup - `.
log rrª`
w x  .  .By 15, Theorem 2 , we have l E - `, hence l f - `.u u 10 0
 .  .ii In this case, we first prove that r f s ` holds for all nontrivialu 0
 .  .solutions f of 1.1 , provided r , u A s `. Assume this is not true, and0 0
 .fix a solution f k 0 of finite radial order r f - `. Hence there areu 0
« ) 0 and b - ` such that
q
iu blog f re F r 5.2 .  .
 .  .for all u g u y « , u q « . On the other hand, since A z is of finite0 0 0 0
 .order and r A s `, the Phragmen]Lindelof principle implies that forÂ È0, u 0
some « ) 01
q
iulog A re .
lim sup s ` 5.3 .
log rrª`
 .  .holds either for all u g u y « , u or all u g u , u q « . Without loss0 1 0 0 0 1
 .  .of generality we may assume that 5.3 holds for all u g u , u q « . By0 0 0
 .5.2 and Lemma 1, we may fix « ) 0 sufficiently small, say « - « r4, such0
that for some constants K ) 0, M ) 0, depending on « and f only,
f 0 z . y2MF Kr sin k u y « sin k u y « y « 5.4 .  .  . .1 0 2 0 /f z .
iu  .holds for all z s re g V u y « q « , u q « y « , except for an R-set0 0 0 0
 .  .of z-values, with k s pr2 « y « and k s pr 2« y 4« . By the defi-1 0 2 0
nition of an R-set, we may select a ray arg z s u g V u y « q « , u q1 0 0 0
.« y « such that it meets at most finitely many discs in the above R-set0
 .and that the trigonometric factors in 5.4 are bounded away from zero.
Hence, for all r sufficiently large, and some K 9 ) 0,
iu 1f 0 re .
MF K 9riu 1f re .
 .holds. This is a contradiction with 5.3 .
Assume now that the ray arg z s u is not zero rich, hence there are0
 .three pairwise linearly independent solutions f , f , f of 1.1 such that1 2 3
 .l f f f - `. Writing f s c f q c f , where c , c / 0, and F [u 1 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 20
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 .  .c f r c f q c f s c f rf , we have for some « ) 0 and a - `,1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 0
C r , F s O r a , .  .u y« , u q«0 0 0 0
1
aC r , s O r , .u y« , u q«0 0 0 0  /F
1
aC r , s O r . .u y« , u q«0 0 0 0  /F y 1
w xBy the sectorial form of the second fundamental theorem, see 5, p. 146 ,
we obtain
F9 F9
aS r , F s O r q A r , q B r , . .u y« , u q« u y« , u q« u y« , u q«0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /  / /F F
 . w xApplying once more the formula 7.7 in 8, p. 130 , to observe that
  ..  .  .r log T r, f F r A for j s 1, 2, 3, see 4.6 , we may use Theorem 3.1 inj
w x5, p. 137 to deduce that
F9 F9
a1A r , q B r , s O r .u y« , u q« u y« , u q«0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /  /F F
 .for some a ) 0. Hence, for a s max a , a , we obtain1 2 1
S r , F s O r a2 , .  .u y« , u q«0 0 0 0
and so
S r , F9 s O r a2 . .  .u y« , u q«0 0 0 0
 .  . y2 wTherefore, r F9 - ` and r F9 - `. Since F9 s cf , see 8,u y« , u q« u 30 0 0 0 0xp. 76 , for some c / 0, we have a contradiction.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
 .Assume there is a transcendental entire function A z g G such that
 .  .l f f - `, for two linearly independent solutions f , f of 1.1 .C _ D 1 2 1 20
 .Suppose r A - `. Then0, u 0
M r , V u y « , u q « , A - r b . .0 0 0 0
holds for some « ) 0, b - `, and for all r sufficiently large. By Theorem0
 .  .  .2 i , l f f - ` holds for all u g u y « , u q « . Choosing w s u ,u 1 2 0 0 0 0 m 0
 .h s « r2, and D s D j V u y « r2, u q « r2 in Theorem 1, we0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .obtain l f f s l f f s `, a contradiction.C _ D 1 2 C _ D 1 20
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